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Rising adoption of smart phone and

applications such as WhatsApp, Twitter,

Gmail, Messages and other social

application is driving the market growth.

PORTLAND, PORTLAND, OR, UNITED

STATE, December 7, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Mobile tracking

software are being used for women

safety. Various unfortunate incidents

can be noticed with regards to the

women safety.  Though, the emergence

of smartphones is one of the solutions

for the challenges faced by women. 

The mobile tracking software market

installed in smartphones can safeguard

the lives of women when it is used

appropriately. It help women to send emergency alerts to selected contacts and provide their

location to them in case of emergencies. Those contacts are also able to monitor woman’s

location with the help of a software.
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The significant surge in usage of smart phones and social media applications such as Twitter,

WhatsApp, Gmail, Snapchat, Facebook, and YouTube is observed over past few years. The

increased usage of these social media as well as business applications is driving growth of the

market as it escalated need for mobile tracking services to securely monitor information which is

exchanged between them. 

Also, the rise in preference of online entertainment among the global population is leading to

increased number of cybercrimes which further raised market demand for mobile tracking
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software. In addition, emergence of 5G network may further present new opportunities for

tracking software developers to create apps that will offer faster and more personalized user

experiences. 

In recent times consumers are preferring bundled offerings by software vendors and looks for

additional features from a single provider that will enable smooth interoperability among

different desktops and mobile platforms. The major benefit of these bundled offerings is the

access to features of both mobile and desktop tracking at a lower price. Also, venders provide

mobile tracking software which is operable on various mobile platforms such as iOS and

android. 

Impact of COVID-19 on Mobile Tracking Software Market: 

•	As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, workplaces are having their employees working from

home. This led to a spike in new app installs for gaming, social media, video, and tracking.

•	The mobile tracker software are used to detect corona virus patient and the ones with its

symptoms. 

•	These app uses the phone Bluetooth and GPS to keep records of all the users that it detects.

•	Also, the organizations are using these software to track employees.

•	This crisis have established new opportunities for the mobile tracker software companies. It is

expected that their revenue may increase multifold due to the strong investments by

organizations as well as governments in mobile tracking software.
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About Us:

Allied Market Research (AMR) is a full-service market research and business-consulting wing of

Allied Analytics LLP, based in Portland, Oregon. AMR provides global enterprises as well as

medium and small businesses with unmatched quality of "Market Research Reports" and

"Business Intelligence Solutions." AMR has a targeted view to provide business insights and

consulting to assist its clients to make strategic business decisions and achieve sustainable

growth in their respective market domain.
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AMR launched its user-based online library of reports and company profiles, Avenue. An e-

access library is accessible from any device, anywhere, and at any time for entrepreneurs,

stakeholders, and researchers and students at universities. With reports on more than 60,000

niche markets with data comprising of 600,000 pages along with company profiles on more than

12,000 firms, Avenue offers access to the entire repository of information through subscriptions.

A hassle-free solution to clients’ requirements is complemented with analyst support and

customization requests.
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